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Activity from the Pokémon Official Galar Region Activity Book. ANSWER 

 
ACROSS

5. This Pokémon has a 
body of sparkling gold. 
People say it no longer 
remembers that it was 
once human.

6. It swims along with a 
school of Remoraid, and 
they’ll all fight together 
to repel attackers.

7. It wears a rag fashioned 
into a Pikachu costume 
to look less scary. 
Unfortunately, the effect 
only makes it creepier.

 
DOWN

1. Its resilient tusks are its 
pride and joy. It licks dirt 
to take in the minerals it needs to keep its tusks  
in top condition.

2. When it uses its special stick to strike up a beat, the sound  
waves carry revitalizing energy to the plants and flowers nearby.

3. It launches water bubbles with its legs, drowning prey within the bubbles.  
This Pokémon can then take its time to savor its meal.

4. This Pokémon haunts dilapidated mansions. It sways its arms to hypnotize  
opponents with the ominous dancing of its flames.

GROOKEY’S  
CROSSWORD CHALLENGE

Grookey is having a hard time getting its pals sorted out—help Grookey find out more 
about its Pokémon friends by solving this Pokémon Crossword! We even started you off 

with a clue to help you and Grookey out!
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Activity from the Pokémon Official Galar Region Activity Book.

1. FALSE
2. TRUE
3. FALSE
4. TRUE

5. FALSE
6. TRUE
7. FALSE
8. TRUE

Let’s double check your knowledge of the first Pokémon you encounter in Galar—Sobble, 
Grookey, and Scorbunny! Answer this true or false quiz and check your accuracy in the 

answer key down below.

1. Sobble evolves into Grookey.

2. Cinderace is the final Evolution of Scorbunny.

3. Inteleon evolves into Drizzile.

4. The Evolutions of Sobble, Grookey, and  
 Scorbunny keep a single type.

5. Raboot is taller than Thwackey.

6. Thwackey is heavier than Drizzile.

7. Thwackey is strong when fighting a Fire-type.

8. All three first partner Pokémon have a tail.
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